Resolution # EW 1
English-Western, SEC. 6.0 State Championship Show (SCS), rule 6.4

WHEREAS, Ranch Versatility was developed as a pilot program for CSHA however never matured to approved stand-alone Program, and;

WHEREAS, there is interest in this discipline so inclusion in the English-Western program categories would enable those that wish to can pursue this aspect of a western style riding, and;

WHEREAS, the rules were previously established and approved for CSHA and the CSHA judges have acquired licensing for this category there is no further development needed;

Therefore be it Resolved that English-Western, SEC. 6.0 State Championship Show (SCS), rule 6.4 be amended as follows:

The category of Ranch Versatility be added

Be it further Resolved that criteria will be applied as in current rules however at the State Competition there will be no requirement for cattle in events.

Submitted by: Jim Hendrickson, Life Member
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